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ct These: “days on the college circuit, : 
"yOu are Asked with great_realarity,; shoe 
‘“Do you believe that the Warren -: 

  

to teft, has emerged asthe leader of a 
maveTiten to re-examine<theav-estion 

    
“  . whether Sirhan Sirhan n actually killed - Telephone Rm. _. ‘Commission has been discredited?” The" Robert Kennedy. 25 mat 37 Director Sec" ¥— 

‘skepticism appears to reach a very full... -, #E ote 
fide about every three years. #: tat” heed = 
_What provides the doubt this time ~ 

-* He was “recently asked: “How much . 
_ difference, actually, does it make?. 

was the showing of the Zapruder film on What if it happens that some other per“: ¢ 
television. [have not seen it, but every-, son fired the lethal shot? No one doubts’ 
‘one who has done so will tell you with — ’ that Sirhan Sirhan was there, firing ati oT 
great conviction that the impact of the ‘Kennedy and attempting | his assassina- LP 

    

  
    

      

    
   

  
       

i lethal bullet came unequivocably from me ton?” + meme a a ae 
-ahead: So that we are back to the” } Answers Mr. Lowenstein. “Because row” faa NS: i et te 

mol Grassy Knoll, the world’s most wanted a. ‘that other assassin, quite apart from: . . {3 thy} ae 
: killer. : ‘ (our desire to find him and punish him, ff > 
; ‘To the ‘questfoners;% ‘reply: The .' ° “‘eould reveal a network of backers who 
: Warren Commission was composed of a -. . planned Robert Kennedy's assassina- 
: panel of eight men. When one of them == »§_—Stion. If such a body of men exists, capa-\ 

steps forward to say that in the light of ~ - ble of frustrating American democracy’ 
oew evidence he is convinced that the . - and getting away with it, it is the Sover-; 

‘.. §» Commission should be reconstituted, my  - . eign responsibility of the Republic Re woo 
woe - ears will flare up: and I shall spend "find itout.” =; 77 
is: Whatever time a conscientious citizen. - * Such is fantasy. ‘But it happens that” 

wh. should spend looking into the notion of .... ‘Mr. Lowenstein has detected anomalies. 
: res adjudicata: the anwered question.’ - ; fn the State’: 's case. These are not, in my ++ 
' To begin to doubt everything is, often,’ ’ + offhand opinion, the stuff on the basis of -:: 

‘less a quest for truth, ‘than an act of i” L. which one reverses one’s Judgment, 5. “ a 
rs _ Yasity,0F a venture in Ioonoclasm, et BS eS “ 
= ad tee NE kee pte edly ~ But what i is singular about ‘them’ is 
+ Bost. recently we heard the Rev.” _-- that the mere firing of one bullet from’ — 

: Jesse Jackson say that he was nolonger - =” [' Sirhan’s gun could conceivably put The Washington Post 
‘convinced that-Dr. Martin Luther King them to rest. The Los Angeles prosecu- Washington StarNews A- 77 

: ‘was shot down by James Earl Ray. By. tor ‘declines to fire the gun, on the . 
‘whom, thea? Brace yourself: by the grounds that the ballistics experts could Daily News (New York) 

{ CIA and the FBL. If this were true, it. then still be disagreed about the fatal The New York Times 
would undoubtedly be unique in history! | bullet’s provenance, leaving the person- 1. Wall Street Journal Ze 

3! 2S an act in which the CIA and the FBI; -’ al guilt of Sirhan as though it was at- - 
y managed to coordinate.“ ~*~ ““"* zm} . tached to perpetual historical ambigui-. : The National Observer os 

t ‘Jesse Jackson's charge, coming from! B.: wehbe afer Se kak A” The Los Angeles Times 
;a man of considerable intellect and re-| . » Lowenstein “replies ‘that,‘on- the. 
‘straint, is foolish; and prejudicial to,” contrary, at least by firing the gun the 
Serious revisionist inquiry —by per, . | police ‘might rescue their case from - AP R 18 15 
‘sguading the public at large that the pro-| — : where it now sits — precisely in perpet- Date 
testers are ideol ogists | on the historical, . ual doubt. My own feeling is that Mr.! 

: {- e+ te +, | Lowenstein’s advocacy of the double’ 
mo jw Which be gs us to the ‘assassination’ gun theory alone makes it serious and 

_ :0f Senator -Hobert Kennedy. Mr. Allard: worth examining. <* my _ 
7% ‘Lowenstein, Rhe lawyer, politician, au-_ . He is a responsible man, ‘distinctly of 

. igber, and rpformer, who is given to, another breed from the Mark Lapes. I, *. . . ° 
tusuisig tine Pages of progress fi from right | bope bel prevail in Los Angeles. « 247" .. *   
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